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Full license
This is a public deliverable that is provided to the community under the license Attribution-NoDerivs 2.5 defined by
creative commons http://www.creativecommons.org
This license allows you to



to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work



to make commercial use of the work

Under the following conditions:
Attribution. You must attribute the work by indicating that this work originated
from the SmartLM project and has been partially funded by the European
Commission under contract number 216759

No Derivative Works. You may not alter, transform, or build upon this work
without explicit permission of the consortium



For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this work.



Any of these conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright holder.
This is a human-readable summary of the Legal Code below:

License
THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE
COMMONS PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT
AND/OR OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED
UNDER THIS LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED. BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO
THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS
LICENSE. THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN CONSIDERATION OF
YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

Definitions
a.

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

"Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work
in its entirety in unmodified form, along with a number of other contributions, constituting separate and
independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a
Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this
License.
"Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works,
such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound
recording, art reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast,
transformed, or adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a
Derivative Work for the purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical
composition or sound recording, the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image
("synching") will be considered a Derivative Work for the purpose of this License.
"Licensor" means 1all partners of the SmartLM consortium that have participated in the production of this
text.
"Original Author" means the individual or entity who created the Work.
"Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.
"You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the
terms of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor
to exercise rights under this License despite a previous violation.
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Fair Use Rights
Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use, first sale or other
limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable laws.

License Grant
Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free, nonexclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in the Work as stated
below:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the
Work as incorporated in the Collective Works;
to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means
of a digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works.
For the avoidance of doubt, where the work is a musical composition:
Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether
individually or via a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), royalties for the public
performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.
Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether
individually or via a music rights society or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any
phonorecord You create from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license
created by 17 USC Section 115 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).
Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound
recording, Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights
society (e.g. SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work,
subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the
equivalent in other jurisdictions).

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above
rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media
and formats, but otherwise you have no rights to make Derivative Works. All rights not expressly granted by
Licensor are hereby reserved.

Restrictions
The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following restrictions:
a.

b.

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under
the terms of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this
License with every copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or
publicly digitally perform. You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that alter or restrict the
terms of this License or the recipients' exercise of the rights granted hereunder. You may not sublicense the
Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. You
may not distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work with any
technological measures that control access or use of the Work in a manner inconsistent with the terms of
this License Agreement. The above applies to the Work as incorporated in a Collective Work, but this does
not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to the terms of this License.
If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable,
remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by clause 4(b), as requested.
If you distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work or Collective
Works, You must keep intact all copyright notices for the Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or
means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied,
and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or parties (e.g. a sponsor
institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution in Licensor's copyright notice, terms of service or by
other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the Work if supplied; and to the
extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor specifies to be
associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing information
for the Work. Such credit may be implemented in any reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the
case of a Collective Work, at a minimum such credit will appear where any other comparable authorship
credit appears and in a manner at least as prominent as such other comparable authorship credit.
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Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer
UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS
THE WORK AS-IS AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND
CONCERNING THE MATERIALS, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER
DEFECTS, ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT
DISCOVERABLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, SO SUCH EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

Limitation on Liability
EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE
LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL,
PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE USE OF THE
WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Termination
a.

b.

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the
terms of this License. Individuals or entities who have received Collective Works from You under this
License, however, will not have their licenses terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full
compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 will survive any termination of this License.
Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the
applicable copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the
Work under different license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that
any such election will not serve to withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required
to be, granted under the terms of this License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless
terminated as stated above.

Miscellaneous
a.
b.

c.

d.

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work, the Licensor offers to the recipient a
license to the Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.
If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the
validity or enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the
parties to this agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such
provision valid and enforceable.
No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such
waiver or consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.
This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here.
There are no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here.
Licensor shall not be bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You.
This License may not be modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.
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Terminology
Keywords to indicate requirement levels
The keywords “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”,
“SHOULD”, “SHOULD NOT”, “RECOMMENDED”, “MAY”, and “OPTIONAL” in this
document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 to indicate requirement levels.
MUST
This word, or the terms "REQUIRED" (abbreviation “REQUIR”) or "SHALL", mean that the
definition is an absolute requirement of the specification.
MUST NOT
This phrase, or the phrase "SHALL NOT" (abbreviation “SH-NOT”), mean that the definition is
an absolute prohibition of the specification.
SHOULD
This word, or the adjective "RECOMMENDED" (abbreviation “RECOM”), mean that there
may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances to ignore a particular item, but the full
implications must be understood and carefully weighed before choosing a different course.
SHOULD NOT
This phrase, or the phrase "NOT RECOMMENDED" (abbreviation “NOT-REC”) mean that
there may exist valid reasons in particular circumstances when the particular behaviour is
acceptable or even useful, but the full implications should be understood and the case carefully
weighed before implementing any behaviour described with this label.
MAY
This word, or the adjective "OPTIONAL" (abbreviation “OPTION”), mean that an item is truly
optional. One vendor may choose to include the item because a particular marketplace requires it
or because the vendor feels that it enhances the product while another vendor may omit the same
item. An implementation which does not include a particular option MUST be prepared to
interoperate with another implementation which does include the option, though perhaps with
reduced functionality. In the same vein an implementation which does include a particular option
MUST be prepared to interoperate with another implementation which does not include the
option (except, of course, for the feature the option provides.)

© SmartLM consortium
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Acronyms
Table 1.

Table of acronyms used in this deliverable

API

Application Programming Interface

ASP

Application Service Provider

CAS

Central Authentication Service

DRM

Distributed Resource Manager

HPC

High Performance Computing

IANA

Internet Assigned Numbers Authority

IP

Internet Protocol

ISV

Independent Software Vendor

LSF

Load Sharing Facility – a resource management system from
Platform Computing Inc.

PKI

public key infrastructure

PMI

Privilege Management Infrastructure

QoS

Quality of Service

RMS

Resource Management System

SAML

Security Assertion Markup Language

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SmartLM

Grid-friendly software licensing for location independent application
execution

TCP

Transmission Control Protocol

VO

Virtual Organization

VOMS

VOMS is an acronym used for Virtual Organization Membership Service
in grid computing

WS Agreement

Web Services Agreement

X.509

Public-Key Infrastructure

XML

Extensible Markup Language

© SmartLM consortium
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Glossary
Table 2.

Term

Role

Definition of terms used in this deliverable

Description

Application Service
Provider (ASP)

An ASP provides the use of their applications over the
network. This software is hosted on central servers of
the provider. The ASP also hosts the license server from
which users can rent out licenses for use on the hardware
resource (for fault-tolerance reasons multiple redundant
license servers may be hosted). In this project the
provided software is SmartLM enabled.

Computational
resource

A cluster, supercomputer or simple computer that is
accessible through a local Resource Management System
(RMS) or through a Grid middleware.

Distributed
Resource Manager
(DRM)

A species of a resource management system often used in
multi-cluster environments. The DRM e.g. Sun Grid
Engine, Windows CCs, is responsible for dispatching
user jobs based on the resources requested to the right
cluster nodes in the High Performance Computing (HPC)
resource for execution.

Feature

A part of an application which can be licensed
separately.

Grid Orchestrator

When a user submits his job to the Grid orchestrator, the
orchestrator cares for where and when the job is
executed, allocates the computing resources and licenses for
the execution.

HPC resource

A computational resource suitable for high performance
computing. May be operated under different Operating
Systems. The system may be accessible from outside the
site that is hosting the HPC resource, but access from
outside may also be restricted to a Web front-end or any
other front-end (login) system usually not located in the
same network as the HPC resource.

Independent
Software Vendor
(ISV)

License owner

© SmartLM consortium

An ISV is the owner and vendor of a licensed application.
In this project the application is SmartLM enabled.
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License

Right to use a license protected software. The license usually
includes further rules under which the software might
be used, e.g. restrictions with respect to the execution
environment, the executing user, etc. the license may be
spawned from a pool of licenses, and the rules of
individual license issuing are governed by a license contract
framework.

License contract
framework

The contract between a licenser – usually the owner of
the copyright - and a licensee – usually an organization
that buys the right to use the copyrighted software. The
license contract framework sets the general rules and
conditions of software usage and usually also the general
cost agreement.

License protected
software

A software (usually protected by copyrights) where the
owner of the copyright grants the right to use the
software through a license.

License server

A software process running at the site of the user
controlling the use of one or more license protected software
systems. The license server acts as license provider in the
negotiation process when a user requests a license for using
license protected software.

License service

Hosted by the license server, delivering the schedulable
license from the license server to the end-user. If the license
protected software is executed using local resources there
might be a communication channel between the
application and the license service during run-time. In case
of using remote computational resources usually no
communication channel exists.

License system
administrator

The license system administrator manages the local license
server, e.g. is responsible for loading license features of
various ISVs onto the SmartLM license server, handling
license feature renewals and controlling access to
individual license features hosted on the SmartLM license
server.

License
virtualization

The process of creating and probably reserving a
schedulable license from the license server.

Licensed software

Short for license protected software.

Negotiation

The process to agree on the terms of usage of a license
protected software. Resulting in a Service Level Agreement if
successfully completed.

© SmartLM consortium
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Resource broker

The resource broker has to choose a site where all the
available resources (compute, network, licenses …) fit
best to accomplish the job.

Resource
Management System
(RMS)

The local RMS (usually a batch queuing system like
PBS-pro), which is responsible for dispatching user jobs
to the local computational resource.

Service Level
Agreement (SLA)

A template setting the terms of software usage the two
parties agree upon. This includes the constraints of
using the software, e.g. duration, user and may include
guarantee terms and penalties for both parties.

Service provider

Short for Application Service Provider.

Simulation engineer

End-user

SmartLM

License manager SmartLM manages all licenses owned by a site. The
SmartLM software includes the license service, accounting
& billing service, orchestration service, accounting data
storage & license data storage.

Software developer

License owner

A person acting as an Independent Software Vendor (ISV).

User

End-user

A user who uses a license protected (SmartLM enabled)
software. The end-user may come from different
environments, with or without computational resources for
the execution of her application, e.g. being a customer
of an ASP, a member of a research institute, or an
employee of a company. End-user is a synonym of user.

User-Group

End-user

User-Groups may be defined using attributes (e.g. defined
in a Virtual Organization) or simply through their
relation to an organization or company. User-groups may
receive a dedicated (probably restricted) set of licenses
from an ASPs license server. User-groups are also supported
for environments without ASP.

© SmartLM consortium
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1.

Summary

The objective of this deliverable is the identification of functional requirements for the new
licensing architecture considering the perspectives of the different players and systems involved.
The actors are:


Independent Software Vendors (ISV)



Application Service Providers (ASP)



Academic Partners and Public Centres



End Users



Grid Middleware Providers

We analysed existing licensing mechanisms (chapter 2) and gathered potential requirements from
all actors. An initial list of requirements was gathered in a brainstorming activity, to which all
project partners contributed. This rather rough list was then matched with the requirements
derived from detailed use cases (Annex A) that the project partners collected. The resulting
requirements were levelled according to the terminology of RFC 2119 (see Terminology on
page 10). We received some non-functional requirements as well, which are summarized in
Annex B.
The requirements were driven by technical and functional aspects as well as market perspectives
and business models, which are elicited in WP2. The business relevance of the requirements was
analysed and rated in order to distinguish State of the Art and new features, that are either
required or optional usable for new business models.
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2.

Existing licensing mechanisms

In this chapter we give an overview on existing license mechanisms. Currently the license
management is restricted to a single administrative domain in which the centralized license
management paradigm is suitable and efficient to manage the licenses. We use the licensing
models and terminology of FLEXnet, as this is the technology for software licensing most often
used by ISVs and the other licensing technology providers offer either subsets of models
supported by FLEXnet or quite similar models. Section 2.2 “License Scheduler” provides a short
introduction to time scheduling of licenses and the Platform Computing Inc. LSF license
scheduler as one example.

2.1.

Typical License Models

The basic license models provided by FLEXnet presented next can be combined to create new
license models [1], [2], [3], [4].


Node-locked licenses: Node-locking means the software can only be used on one machine or
a set of machines. There are two types of node-locked licenses: uncounted and counted. For
the counted node locked licenses, a license server and a vendor daemon are necessary.



Floating (concurrent) licenses: Anyone on the network can use the licensed application, up to
the limit specified in the license file (also referred to as concurrent usage or network
licensing).



Mixed node-locked and floating licenses: Uncounted node-locked and concurrent usage
licenses can be mixed in the same license file, therefore more flexible usage models can be
derived.



Demo licenses/evaluation licenses: Properties of an evaluation license may include: (i)
Limited product functionalities or features, (ii) Limited number of uses, (iii) Expiration date.



Usage-based licensing: A quite important licensing strategy in which the actual usage patterns
are monitored by the license management system, and billing or auditing are based on the
actual usage data. FLEXnet Licensing supports several usage-based models, e.g.:





Overdraft: allowing the ISV to specify a number of additional licenses which customers
are allowed to use in addition to the licenses purchased;



Pay-per-use: allowing the customers to pay for the effective usage of the licenses, which
can be audited based on time, the number of transactions, etc.

Mobile licensing: Used when users want to run an application on a machine that does not have
a continuous connection to a license server system. These situations can include:


Working on a laptop; or using a computer both at work and at home or off-site; or
working from several different computers not connected to a license server system



Fulfilled from a prepaid license pool: The license is fulfilled from a prepaid number of
license-days for the usage period.



Node-locked to a user name: If a license is to be used exclusively by one user on different
machines, that license can be node-locked to the user’s user name.



License rehosting: if an end-user want to move a license without using one of the other
mobile licensing methods. In this model, a new node-locked license certificate for each
new machine should be generated.
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Hard-mobile: Mobile license usage is controlled by a FLEXid. If the FLEXid is attached
to a license server system, then the use floats on the network. To temporarily transfer the
license, the user moves the FLEXid from the server to a standalone machine.



Soft-mobile: Licenses are temporarily transferred to a license server system on the mobile
laptop. The FLEX enabled product uses an encrypted local file, placed there by the license
server system, to do checkouts during the usage period.



License borrowing: A license can be borrowed from a license server system via a special
checkout and used later to run an application on a computer that is no longer connected
to the license server.

2.2.

License Scheduler

If the number of licenses available for an enterprise is limited, e.g., due to the cost factor, it is
necessary that these licenses are efficiently managed and highly utilised since even if an enterprise
can apply for additional licenses from the ISV, it has to pay for the extra licenses. A local license
scheduler could help scheduling the licenses of a site efficiently. However, while in most cases the
local license management system provides information on the licenses already in use and still
available there are no built-in queuing or reservation mechanisms. While an external scheduler
might create an efficient schedule for the available licenses based on the users' requests,
monitoring the use of the licenses and enforcing the schedule is difficult due to the usually
encrypted communication between license server and application. Co-operations between license
technology providers and license scheduler implementations could be a way to overcome this
limitation. For instance, platform computing offers a product called LSF license scheduler [5]
which is a local license scheduler restricted in a single administration domain and manages the
license tokens instead of controlling the licenses directly. The current available number of
licenses can be obtained by the FLEXnet manager. There are several license scheduling polices
provided, e.g., fair share, round robin, pre-emption. The licenses can also be checked out for
non-LSF jobs. In this way, the licenses can be scheduled and co-allocated with other
resources/services. Dong et al. [6] developed a software sharing system in the grid environment
which is not restricted to a single domain. The system adopts the constellation model for
resource management and combines the sharing and scheduling of both hardware and software
license resources. However, there is no support for SLAs and QoS in this system.
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3.

Functional requirements

This section describes the requirements for the different components and services of the
SmartLM architecture. Most of the requirements are derived from the use-cases that were
contributed by the SmartLM partners (see Annex A for details). The process can be summarized
as follows. In a first step, the existing licensing mechanisms were analysed and potential
requirements were gathered from all actors in the Grid licensing scenarios in a brainstorming
activity. Then use cases that describe the various Grid licensing scenarios in detail, were written
down by individual participants and mapped to the list of requirements in a subsequent step. This
led to a consolidation of the requirements list. The use cases reference the requirements that had
been gathered in the first step. As a consequence it was possible to divide the list into hard and
soft requirements, thus identifying the set of features to be implemented during the first phase of
development. The less important and non-functional requirements are left for a later phase, after
the initial prototype of the Grid licensing infrastructure has been put in place. The non-functional
requirements are summarized in Annex B. The final decision, however, will be taken in the WP3
- Implementation of Basic Technology and Security, WP4 - Implementation Accounting &
Billing, and WP5 - Integration in middleware, applications, ASP environment.
The requirements are clustered according to the main components and services identified when
analysing the use-cases:


License server



License mechanisms, format, and content



License token transfer and security



Authentication and authorisation



Policy enforcement in the applications



Middleware and orchestration service



Accounting and billing

To distinguish the relevance of the requirements we assigned a requirement level to the individual
requirements. The keywords used follow the terminology defined in the IETF RFC 2119 and are
to be interpreted as described in this RFC. The semantic of the keywords is described in detail in
section Terminology (page 10) and the terms used in column “Level” are the abbreviations
introduced there:
REQUIR:

REQUIRED

RECOMM: RECOMMENDED
OPTION: OPTIONAL
The requirements were analysed according to their business relevance. The result is a rating that
classifies the requirements as follows:
SOTA:

State of the Art, i.e. existing licensing mechanisms offer this already

N-REQ:

New feature/requirement, that is not yet available in existing licensing mechanisms
but is needed for new business models.

N-OPT:

New feature/requirement, that is not yet available in existing licensing mechanisms
and could be usable for new business models.
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The rating can be found in the column business relevance. Requirements that are seen as a
technical detail without relevance to business scenarios were not rated.

3.1.

License server

The license server is expected to manage all licenses of a site, institution or company. Based on the
license contract framework between the licenser and the licensee the license system administrator defines
the local policies for using the license-protected software. The license server may


directly manage tokens provided by the licenser, which a user or application may request for
executing an application,



create such tokens on the fly depending on the policies specified e.g. number of concurrent
users, or



a combination of both depending on what the license contract framework with the licenser
specifies.
Table 3.

No

Requirements for the license server

Description

Level

Business
Referring use case
relevance

1.

Two companies hosted by one ASP: properly
separate the license usage

2.

The license manager must support two models of REQUIR
accounting: per permanent (long time) license and
per usage

UC01

3.

Negotiation: Functionality that allows (to a Service
REQUIR
provider and a Client) negotiating an SLA Contract
starting by an SLA Template.

UC05

4.

Negotiation: The SmartLM must allow negotiation.
The rules/policies for negotiation should be
expressed in XML format (probably as creation
constraints) inside the SLA template and each
VO/vendor admin must be able to administrate
them. It is mandatory to deny the negotiation for
users of some countries.

REQUIR

UC05

5.

Negotiation: The negotiation interface must work
using WS-Agreement

REQUIR

UC05

6.

Negotiation: There must exist a signed record of the REQUIR
final agreement (one copy is available at the
orchestrator, and additional copies might be
available at the license server

UC05

7.

Negotiation: The SmartLM service must be able to
access a blacklist or whitelist of users

UC05
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8.

License reservation: Licenses can be reserved.

REQUIR

UC05

9.

It should be possible to set an expiration date for
license reservation.

REQUIR

UC05

10. License manager monitoring: The license server
should be able to provide information on license
availability, reservations, usage at any point in
time. This information must be provided in
human readable, XML format to be usable in
other applications.

REQUIR

UC05, UC14,
UC15

11. Trusted service for SLA verification: Any
REQUIR
information record should be signed by the parties
– Grid orchestrator/resource provider/license
provider

UC05

12. Ability to host licenses and features from multiple
vendors in one instance of the License server

REQUIR

UC14

13. SmartLM can provide usage statistics about each
set of similar license features.

REQUIR

UC14, UC12

14. SmartLM can handle access permissions for each
set of similar license feature sets individually, e.g.
SmartLM can host multiple sets of the same
license features owned by different groups on the
same license service instance.

REQUIR SOTA

UC14

15. Ability to update licenses for a particular feature
without having to restart the license server.

REQUIR SOTA

UC15

16. Statistical information must include at least the
REQUIR SOTA
following information about the license checkouts
and reservations:
• Who: Name, Company, localization of the user
(to estimate where he asks for support)
• When
• Where (IP/Hostname)
• Features (ANSYS checks out different features at
the same time, e.g. solver, parallel, number of
processes, combustion models, multiphase
models …)
• Quantity

UC15, UC08,
UC09, UC12

17. Possible notification based interface to tell the
REQUIR
Distributed Resource Manager when a license is
checkout/reserved or checked back in., either a
standards based interface (WS-Notification) or the
DRM must poll

UC16
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18. License server interface exposed should ideally be REQUIR SOTA
platform independent meaning interface bindings
should exist for the Linux world and the
Microsoft world.

UC16

19. Possibility to run the license server as a standalone
application listening on a certain port, for single
cluster use.

UC16

REQUIR SOTA

20. Default hosting environment will be bundled with REQUIR
license server for lightweight installation

UC16

21. The license server in standalone mode i.e. listening
on just a single port, should be able to handle
concurrent incoming connections.

REQUIR SOTA

UC16

22. Content: Modules
(functionality i.e. linear static, ...)

REQUIR SOTA

UC02-2, UC13,
UC07, UC08,
UC09, UC10

•
•
•
•
•

3.2.

Start date/time
Expiration date/time
Number of CPUs used
Features used
Duration of granted usage, in case of flexible
start date/time

License token transfer and security

This section summarises the requirements derived from the use cases that are related to the
transfer of license tokens and usage information as well as trust and security aspects in the license
server and the policy enforcement in the application.
Table 4.

No

Requirements for the license token transfer and security

Description

Level

23. Security: Any information record should be signed RECOM
by the parties – user/resource provider/license
provider

Business
Referring use case
relevance
N-OPT

UC01

24. Transfer: Execution cluster may not have direct
external access. If not direct access, any
communication must go through a proxy

REQUIR N-REQ UC01

25. Transfer: Secure transfer of license token

REQUIR N-REQ UC02-2, UC02-3,
UC07, UC13

26. Transfer: Human readable form of license token
stored locally

RECOM
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27. Security: Transfer of checksum information

REQUIR N-REQ UC02-2, UC02-3,
UC07, UC13

28. Transfer: Latency of data transfer must be taken
into account

REQUIR N-OPT

29. Security: Prevent license token from misuse

REQUIR N-REQ UC02-2, UC02-3,
UC07, UC13



Coupling of data and license token by signing



License token can only be used once



Guarantee of integrity of license token and
transferred job data

3.3.

UC02-2, UC07,
UC13

Authentication and authorisation

In this section the focus is on the requirements for the authentication and authorisation
infrastructure of the SmartLM framework. The objective of SmartLM is to support state –of-theart authentication and authorisation technologies. This includes those coming from PKI-based
environments like Globus Toolkit 4 [7] or UNICORE [8] but also those coming from
environments where attributes of a user are embedded in SAML assertions like in Shibboleth
federations.
If a user accesses a license service hosted at his site he usually already provided credentials to identify
himself, thus there is no need to provide again a proof of his identity for the license service.
However, the user has to supply information that allows the service to determine what kind of
license the user is authorised to request from the license service.

3.3.1.

Requirements

No

Description

Level

Business
Referring use case
relevance

30. Should support usage of VOMS attribute
OPTION N-OPT
certificates provided by a user for authorisation of
license usage.

UC01, UC06

31. Should support user attributes provided as SAML OPTION N-OPT
for authorisation of license usage.

UC01, UC06

32. Support of identification and authentication using REQUIR N-OPT
PKI certificates

UC03, UC05

33. Authorization using PMI certificates

OPTION N-OPT

UC03, UC05

34. Should support CAS (Globus Community
Authorization Service)

OPTION N-OPT

UC06
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35. X509 certificates can be used to authenticate the REQUIR N-OPT
consumer to the license server.

UC01

36. Authentication and authorisation based on local
uids

UC16

3.4.

REQUIR N-OPT

Policy enforcement in the applications

This section summarises the requirements that derive from the use cases related to the
applications (i.e. the licensed software). The application is the point where the ISV’s license policy is
enforced.
Table 5.

No

Requirements for the policy enforcement in the applications

Description

Level

Business
Referring use case
relevance

37. X509 certificates can be used to authenticate the REQUIR N-REQ UC01
consumer to the license server.
38. Web services exposed that talk to the License server REQUIR
must be usable directly on Globus Containers and
UNICORE containers. It might not be feasible to
install Tomcat everywhere, and it just adds up to
the services if Globus or UNICORE already exist.

UC01

39. Web Services should provide functionality not
only to checkout/checkin licenses but also to
reserve/get current license usage status.

RECOM

N-OPT

UC01

40. If external access is mandatory/needed, It must
support access through
intermediary/proxy/SOCKS

OPTION N-OPT

UC01

41. It can run on private networks

REQUIR SOTA

UC01, UC10

42. It must use a well-known port range

REQUIR SOTA

UC01

43. Location and Discovery: The consumer must be
able to make a decision on the best available
license resource

OPTION N-REQ UC02-2, UC13,
UC07

44. Network: Connection to LM

REQUIR SOTA

45. Performance, scalability, redundancy: Application RECOM
must confirm the sending of the accounting
record
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46. Performance, scalability, redundancy: The
OPTION N-OPT
accounting record must also be stored locally in a
file if demanded

UC02-2

47. License renewal through SmartLM API on the
computational resource

RECOM

48. Language bindings: FORTRAN 77, 90, 95, 2003

REQUIR SOTA

UC03, UC06,
UC07, UC12

49. Language bindings: C89, C99

REQUIR SOTA

UC03, UC06

50. Language bindings: C++

REQUIR SOTA

UC03, UC06

51. Language bindings: Java

REQUIR

UC03, UC06

52. Language bindings:.net

OPTION

UC03, UC06

53. API for use in solver scripts (Mixture Shell and
Perl) to return license if the solver itself crashes

REQUIR SOTA

54. Code integration: Transfer of license token to
check for expiration

REQUIR

UC07

55. Code integration: No other logic to be included in RECOM
existing code

UC07

56. Code integration: Business logic must be done by RECOM
container

UC07

3.5.

N-REQ UC03

Middleware and orchestration service

In this section we summarize the functional requirements concerning the Grid middleware and
the orchestration service.
Table 6.

No

Requirements for the middleware and the orchestration service

Description

Level

Business
Referring use case
relevance

57. The orchestrator must be able to aggregate
REQUIR N-REQ UC01, UC16
licenses from different instances of SmartLM, e.g.
from a local license server within the computational
resources administrative domain and a SmartLM
service of an ASP
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58. The orchestrator cares for prolongation of
licenses if jobs run longer than expected

REQUIR N-REQ UC05, UC07,
UC08, UC09,
UC11

59. The Grid middleware offers job submit, job
monitoring and controlling, retrieving
intermediate and final results, and cancelling
unsuccessful jobs

REQUIR N-REQ UC05, UC07,
UC11

60. Grid middleware offers advanced reservation

RECOM

61. Grid middleware publishes information about
available software, operating system, hardware, ...
(all necessary information that is needed for the
license negotiation)

REQUIR N-REQ UC05

N-REQ UC05

62. Negotiation: should support X.509v4 certificates to REQUIR
check if user is allowed to make the contract.

UC05

63. SLA Translator: allows the physical access to the
documents (SLA-Template and SLA-Contract)
and get (or set) information from them. For each
document it will know the associated ID and it
will contact the repositories in order to retrieve
the appropriate document.

REQUIR

UC05

64. Contract/Template-Repository: The SLA
REQUIR
Template Repository allows storing and retrieving
SLA Template documents. This service is used as
a storage facility by the SLA-Translator.

UC05

65. SLA Evaluation: After the negotiation phase, once RECOM
instances of our License have been created, it is
necessary to ensure that who provides the license
observes the contractual terms (WS Agreement [9]).

UC05

3.6.

Accounting and billing

This section covers aspects of billing and accounting. SmartLM aims to provide accounting and
billing in a flexible way, suitable for scenarios ranging from local accounting to multi-source
billing and accounting.
Table 7.

No

Description

Requirements for accounting and billing

Level

Referring use case

66. Secure and trusted

REQUIR N-REQ UC01

67. Redundant

OPTION N-OPT
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68. Usage statistic


Who/ when/ where



Functional modules used



Date/time



Number of CPUs used



Model Size (unknowns, nodes)

69. Billing statistic


Who/when/where/ user localisation (to
estimate where he asks for support)



Date/time



Amount



Balance

REQUIR N-REQ UC01, UC07,
UC08, UC10

REQUIR N-REQ UC01, UC07

70. Real time accounting and billing

REQUIR N-REQ UC03, UC08

71. Accounting based on historical records, e.g.
discounts based on previous usage

RECOM

SOTA

UC18

72. Rule engine to allow for flexible pricing policies

REQUIR SOTA

UC18

73. Application calls SmartLM API and submits
accounting information to SmartLM License
manager – possibly via the grid orchestration
service - after job completion if no duration is
negotiated.

REQUIR N-REQ UC01, UC02-2,
UC03, UC13,
UC07, UC04,
UC18

74. The accounting record must also be stored locally OPTION N-REQ UC13
in a file when demanded
75. Fine grained usage statistics per group and per
REQUIR N-REQ UC14, UC18
cost-unit (context based accounting, user-defined)
76. Accounting based on local UID

REQUIR SOTA

UC16

77. Multi Source Billing and Accounting in order to
support ISVs without commercial infrastructure.

REQUIR N-REQ UC13, UC02

78. Multi Source Billing and Accounting in order to
support aggregation of accounting records in an
ASP context.

REQUIR N-REQ UC18

79. Budget control for end users necessary, e.g. limit
costs per run, per department of end user
company, per month

REQUIR N-REQ UC08, UC03,
UC18

80. Budget information (Original budget, amount left) REQUIR N-REQ UC08, UC03
must be available for user, ASP and ISV
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81. ASP creates one bill (license cost and hardware
resources cost) for the user’s company

REQUIR SOTA

82. Usage statistics need protection against
manipulation

REQUIR N-REQ UC08

83. The ISV must be able to view/download license
usage records

RECOM
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Annex A. Use cases
A.1.

UC01: case study ASP outsourcing

This use case is the case study – example 1 from the SmartLM Description of Work.

A.1.1.

Description

Computational Science Provider (CSP) is a European SME which has several applications in its
portfolio to be serviced on-demand (First level ASP). It has contracted the provision of the service
with few big companies including strong Service Level Agreements. To provide such a service, it runs
a small cluster with all applications tested and validated and one internal license server. This
infrastructure is enough for usual workload. An engineer at one company (Customer) utilizes a
Web-Services enabled Process Integration Workflow tool (OPTIMUS) to integrate a Simulation
based engineering process. This process consists of several Web-Services enabled Simulation
tasks. The Workflow tool can either be accessed in the user local computer infrastructure or as a
Web-Service. The Workflow uses the services of CSP when it needs. However, due to an
unexpected demand, CSP own resources are not enough to fulfil the contracted SLAs, so it has
to buy resources from a broker company (Broker). It demands from the broker both external
computer resources and temporal licenses for running the demanded applications with the same
SLAs. The broker finds and books these external resources (Second level ASP) and finally, CSP can
submit the jobs. The input information for each job includes the information to check out the
license. When the applications start on the contracted cluster, the software gets the license on
behalf of the final user at the beginning and checks it periodically during the execution. Because it
uses standard ports and protocols, there is no need to change security rules on the firewall of any
company. If the license expires during execution, the software demands automatically a new
license, waiting for it. Because it expands the initial contract, the license server asks the broker for
an authorization. The broker Server, which is the only one who knows the final user identity, asks
to the client for permission to extend the lifespan of the license. Real time accounting and billing
are available for all parties at any time. Billing may have a variable dependency with CPU hour
and number of simultaneous CPUs involved on each run.
In addition to the actors mentioned in the glossary this use case has the following definitions:
Table 8.

Actor

Additional actors of use case UC01: case study ASP outsourcing

Role

Description

Customer

CSP customers are large companies, which use the
application services provided by CSP whenever they run
out of internal resources.

First level ASP

Computational Science Provider (CSP) is an SME
providing applications serviced on demand. Services are
provided to its customers, with which CSP has preestablished SLAs.

Second level ASP

A second level ASP is providing services to other ASPs
(and possibly end users as well).

Broker

If CSP runs out of resources to run the jobs of their
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customers, they need to extend resources on demand
and establish relationships with other ASPs, where they
can run the jobs. This is mediated by a broker, searching
for and negotiating on-demand resources including
licenses.

Table 9.

Use case table UC01: case study ASP outsourcing

Use Case ID

UC01

Use Case Name

DoW Case Study – Example 1 (ASP outsourcing)

Purpose

An ASP needs additional resources on demand to fulfil contractual
requirements and service the previously negotiated SLAs towards its
customers.

Initiator

Workflow tool at CSP customers' site.

Primary Actor

First level ASP

Additional Actors

Customer, Broker, Second Level ASP

Description

A First level ASP has pre-established contracts with a small number of
big companies for the provision of on-demand application services.
The ASP also maintains a cluster, which is sufficient to cover the
average demand. However, situations may arise where the in-house
cluster may not be sufficient to serve all SLAs. Thus the first level ASP
needs to forward jobs to another ASP, called second level ASP in this
scenario. In order to find the second level ASP, it employs a third party
Broker to find appropriate resources and licenses.

Pre-condition

ANSYS CFX [10] is adapted for the usage of the SmartLM license
manager and available on all resources
Resources are accessible for the user’s of the organisation and have a
network connection to the SmartLM license manager.

Post-condition

The application executes, the results are made available to the user, and
accounting information is available at the accounting and billing
service.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. Customer submits jobs to first level ASP, which exceeds current
availability of resources (machines and licenses) at the ASP.
2. ASP requests additional licenses and resources from a Broker.
3. ASP submits jobs to selected second level ASP.
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4. Second level ASP gathers licenses on job start. Licenses com from
First level ASP and other providers, which were booked by the
Broker.
5. If the licenses need to be extended, because of a longer than
expected runtime of the jobs, the Second level ASP needs to try
and extend the licenses. For those licenses issued by a third party
license provider, this is done through a proxy license issuing service
co-located with the broker. For those licenses issued by the First
level ASP, extensions are retrieved directly from there.
6. Once the job is done, still valid licenses are returned. The job
outcome is returned to the First level ASP, from where the
customer can finally pick it up.
Alternatives

5. Instead of extending the licenses that originate from the First level
ASP directly, this could also be done via the Broker, thus making
the refreshing more generic. It may not be a big difference
considering the technical side.

Non-functional
Requirements

Connections between parties directly communicating with each other,
need to be permanently available.

Exceptions

•

Second level ASP -> Broker

•

First level ASP -> Broker

•

Broker -> License issuer

•

Broker -> First level ASP

Broker negotiated licenses can't be extended:
•

Find new ones and return those. Needs authorization from First
level ASP, if not part of the contract between First level ASP and
Broker.

No additional licenses available (at the moment):


Can't run job. Serious violation of SLA between Customer and
First level ASP.



Depending on timing constraints.

No resource available to run large job:


Use Cases used

Can't run job. Violation of contract.

UC08 Pay per Use Scenario
UC17: License aggregation

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
© SmartLM consortium
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security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations

Refreshing of licenses goes via the Broker, because otherwise the
parties could bypass him after the initial setup of licenses and
resources. This is clearly not in the broker's interest.

Further Information
Particular
Requirements



Two companies hosted by one ASP: how to properly separate the
license usage



Any information record should be signed by the parties –
user/resource provider/license provider



Execution cluster may not have direct external access. If direct
access is not available, any communication must go through a
proxy.



X509 certificates can be used to authenticate the consumer to the
license server.



Should support VOMS certificates.



Should support SAML assertions.



The license server must be able to aggregate user licenses from
different instances of SmartLM
(see license aggregation use case A.13 UC17: License aggregation)



Internet access



The license manager must support two models of accounting: per
license or per real usage



Accounting & Billing

Assumptions

All services (license server, broker, First level ASP, Second level ASP) are
available at all times for each of the partners that need it.

Open Issues

NONE

Information
Requirements

An ASP or piece of Software wanting to renew a license needs to
know the service that issued that license. Thus, a link to that service
needs to come along with the license information.
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A.2.

UC02: software developer

This use case is the case study – example 2 from the SmartLM Description of Work.

A.2.1.

Description

Javier Pérez Pérez (Software developer) is a freelance software developer who has produced new solution
for Financial Risk Analysis as a plugging of a well-known package. The plugging can be installed
automatically downloading it from an internet server. Because he has no infrastructure for selling
it directly, he decides to include the new standard solution - SmartLM - and register it in a license
broker. This license broker is a European SMEs which allows to buy temporal, permanent or
pay-per-use licenses. Bank of Wonderful Land (Final User), who has a technological surveillance
department, detects in Internet the new plugging. Because the internal rules of the Bank do not
allow installing untested software, the employees decide to test the software in an external test
infrastructure based on Grid. After performing a complete set of tests externally using a pay-peruse model, they decide that the new software solves their analysis needs and buy 1000 permanent
licenses to the broker to install inside the organization on their standard license server. Javier Pérez
Pérez, finally, receives the receipts from the license broker without creating a commercial
infrastructure.

A.2.2.

Use Case Diagram

Figure 1.

A.2.3.

Use case diagram UC02: software developer

Actors

In addition to the actors mentioned in the glossary this use case has the following definitions:
Table 10.

Actor
User (Bank)

Additional actors of use case UC02: software developer

Role
End user

© SmartLM consortium

Description
A user who uses a license protected (SmartLM enabled)
software.
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A.2.4.

Use case 02 step 1: software developer
registers the plug-in in license system

A.2.4.1.

Use case diagram

Figure 2.

Use case diagram UC02 step 1: software developer registers the plug-in in license system

Table 11.

Use case table UC02 step 1: software developer registers the plug-in in license system

Use Case ID

UC02-1

Use Case Name

Plug-in registration.

Purpose

Register the plug-in in the System

Initiator

Software developer (ISV)

Primary Actor

Software developer (ISV)

Additional Actors

SmartLM license manager

Description

The Software developer registers the plug-in in the System

Pre-condition

•

Software developer already knows where the System is (the access
point to the registration form)

•

A license for the plug-in exists

•

The plug-in can interact with the SmartLM Interface

Post-condition

the developer receives incomings for the use of his plug-in

Use Case Functionality
© SmartLM consortium
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Sequence

1. The Software developer logs on the System
2. The Software developer start the registration providing:
3. Plug-in software information
Information about the utilization of the Licenses: max numbers of
available license, license typology (Temporal, Permanent, Pay for
Use) etc.
4. The Software developer publish the plug-in software license
5. The registration finishes successfully
6. The System returns:
1. The registration ID
2. A formal contract

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions

•

The registration form is not filled out correctly

•

The System doesn’t support the published license

•

One of the parts does accept the contract

Use Cases used
Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/ architectural/
… issues that are NOT
addressed by SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements
Assumptions
© SmartLM consortium
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Open Issues
Information
Requirements

A.2.5.

Use case 02 step 2: Bank tests the plug-in in a
Grid environment

A.2.5.1.

Use case diagram

Figure 3.

Table 12.

Use case diagram UC02 step 2: Bank tests the plug-in in a Grid environment

Use case table UC02 step 2: Bank tests the plug-in in a Grid environment

Use Case ID

UC02-2

Use Case Name

Bank tests the plug-in in a Grid Environment

Purpose

Test the plug-in

Initiator

Bank (user)

Primary Actor

Bank (user)

Additional Actors

Computational resource, SmartLM license manager

Description

The Bank wants to test the plug-in in a pay per use scenario in a Grid
environment

Pre-condition

A license agreement between the Software developer and the bank wants
test the plug-in exists.
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The License service is located at the System.
A “resource use” agreement between the Grid environment and the
bank that wants to test the plug-in exists
The Grid user has a certificate
Post-condition

Accounting information is available

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. The plug-in is installed in the Grid environment (on request of the
Bank).
2. The Bank contact the system and acquires the license
3. The System registers the license usage
4. The Bank log on to the Grid
5. The Grid provides information about the available resource to the
Bank
6. Bank submits a job and license on the GRID
7. The Bank starts the test on the GRID
8. While the test runs the License is evaluated
9. The test finishes and inform the system about accounting
information
10. The system registers the accounting information

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions
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Sequence 2: Error during application runtime:
•

Check in license to the “server”

•

Error while the simulation runs

•

Notify Simulation to the Bank

•

the demo license token is not valid or cannot be verified

•

the user is not allowed to use the license

•

the bank is not allowed to execute on Grid

•

The test application can not inform the system about accounting
information

•

The system cannot check out the license because there are no
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tokens available.
Use Cases used

UC08 Pay per Use Scenario

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

License consumer (application)
Location and Discovery:
The consumer must be able to make a decision on the best available
license resource
Network:
Connection to LM
Performance, scalability, redundancy:
Application must confirm the sending of the accounting record
The accounting record must also be stored locally in a file when
demanded
License
Transfer:
Secure transfer of license token
Human readable form of license token stored locally
Transfer of checksum information
Latency of data transfer must be taken into account
Security:
Prevent license token from misuse
• Coupling of data and license token by signing
• License token can only be used once
• Guarantee of integrity of license token and transferred job data
Content:
Modules (functionality i.e. Linear static ... )
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•
•
•
•
•

Start date/time
Expiration date/time
Number of CPUs used
Duration of granted usage, in case of flexible start date/time
Accounting information should be send back after job completion
in the token

Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements

A.2.6.

Use case 02 step 3: the bank buys the license

A.2.6.1.

Use case diagram

Figure 4.

Table 13.

Use case diagram UC02 step 3: the bank buys the license

Use case table UC02 step 3: the bank buys the license

Use Case ID

UC02-3

Use Case Name

Bank buy the license

Purpose

The Bank buy some permanent licenses

Initiator

Bank (user)

Primary Actor

Bank (user)

© SmartLM consortium
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Additional Actors

SmartLM license manager

Description

The Bank after tested the plug-in software wants to buy some
permanent licenses

Pre-condition

The plugin is registered into the License Broker and it have been tested

Post-condition

Account the license

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. The bank contact the system to acquire the permanent licenses
2. The bank store the licenses locally in their own license server

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions

The licenses cannot be acquired

Use Cases used

UC16: local scenario without Grid

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements
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License
Transfer:
Secure transfer of license token
Human readable form of license token stored locally
Transfer of checksum information
Latency of data transfer must be taken into account
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Security:
Prevent license token from misuse
Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.3.

UC03: case study multidomain access

This use case is the case study – example 3 from the SmartLM Description of Work.

A.3.1.

Description

A national research agency AeroSpaceLab ASL has decided to at least partially outsource its HPC
hardware resources to a Computational Service provider (CSP), but is still maintaining
computational resources like smaller scale Linux cluster computers on department level in their
own organization and company network. Furthermore research staff is using ANSYS CFX [10]
on personal workstations for smaller applications and testing. On the other hand side ASL likes
to maintain software licenses of ANSYS CFX in a centralized location on one single license server
for the entire research organization and for both internal and external (CSP provided) use of the
CFD software in order to ensure a most efficient use of all obtained ANSYS software licenses
and high flexibility in the license maintenance related to license renewal and software version
changes. Integration of the grid-based licensing mechanism from SmartLM into the ANSYS CFX
software allows ASL to install all ANSYS licenses obtained by ASL on a single centralized license
manager resource and to check-out necessary licenses for the use on the CSP computational
resources in whatever network location from this centralized license manager. At the same time
these licenses can be used on ASL’s own computational facilities on a by demand basis.
Overlapping software license use for in-house demands on staff workstations and small-scale
clusters and on CSP’s large-scale Linux clusters allows for a better and more efficient overall use
of ANSYS software licenses and adds additional flexibility to outsource large computational tasks
to the CSP’s facilities more easily. Furthermore ASL is no longer bound to a single CSP, where a
local license manager resource was installed in the local CSP’s network, but ASL is now able to
use on a very flexible basis services from different CSP’s offering HPC computational services
and thereby taking advantage from market competition between CSP’s.
Table 14.

Use case table UC03: case study multidomain access

Use Case ID

UC03

Use Case Name

DoW case study #3

Purpose

The SmartLM license manager serves applications running on
different resources in different locations and domains.

Initiator

The organisation running their own SmartLM license manager

Primary Actor

SmartLM license manager

Additional Actors

Users, computational resources, SmartLM API

Description

Different members of an organisation use licensed software on different
resources located inside and outside the organisations domain. The
organisations SmartLM license manager offers license to all these
resources.
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Pre-condition

ANSYS CFX is adapted for the usage of the SmartLM license manager
and available on all resources
Resources are accessible for the users of the organisation and have a
network connection to the SmartLM license manager.

Post-condition

The application executes, the results are made available to the user and
accounting information is available at the accounting and billing
service.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. User A transfers his input data to the resource at the CSP
2. User A starts the ANSYS CFX application on the resource at the
CSP
3. ANSYS CFX requests a license from the SmartLM license server
hosted in the domain of user A’s organisation
4. ANSYS CFX receives a license token, validates the license token,
and executes
5. User A’s job finishes, the application calls the SmartLM API and
submits the accounting information to the SmartLM license
manager

Alternatives

User A can be replaced by user B and user C, the procedure should be
the same.

Non-functional
Requirements

The location/domain where the license is used does not affect the
licensing mechanism. Of course, the usage of licenses must be
restricted to users of the organisation and resources available to the
organisation.

Exceptions

At step 3 the SmartLM license manager might run out of licenses.
Then the application should not execute.
At step 4 the execution might take longer than the license token is
valid, thus the license token needs to be renewed. This should be done
either by the licensed software (i.e. ANSYS CFX) or a service at the
computational resource, both will use the SmartLM API.

Use Cases used

UC06: generic application execution

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
© SmartLM consortium
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issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

Security:
X509 certificates can be used to authenticate the consumer to the
license server.
support of identification and authentication using PKI certificates
Authorization using PKI+PMI certificates
It should support VOMS certificates
should support CAS (Globus Community Authorization Service)
should support SAML assertions
License authentication only based on the userid
Site policy is deciding on use of certificates or enforcing the use of
certificates
License renewal through SmartLM API on the computational resource
Language bindings:
FORTRAN 77, 90, 95, 2003
C89, C99
C++
Java
.net
Accounting and billing:
The user receives one bill for the usage of ANSYS CFX

Assumptions

The SmartLM license manager is able to offer licenses to resources
regardless of their location.
The application or a SmartLM API is able to obtain a license from the
SmartLM license manager.

Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.4.

UC04: multiple license servers scenario
ASP + user licenses

A.4.1.

Description

This use case for SmartLM describes a User that wants use resources that are beyond the
boundaries of an Application Service Provider (ASP) domain. The ASP is build on top of a Grid
Environment therefore it runs its applications inside its grid system. Although the ASP has his
license server it has limited available licenses.
Table 15.

Use case table UC04: multiple license servers scenario ASP + user licenses

Use Case ID

UC04

Use Case Name

Multiple license servers scenario ASP

Purpose

The ASP doesn’t have available license, therefore its Server License
contacts another license server to obtain the additional licenses

Initiator

User

Primary Actor

User

Additional Actors

User, ASP, License server, Grid orchestrator

Description
Pre-condition

The User has already registered to the ASP.
The ASP License server knows (it has the contact point and the
credential to access) where other License servers are.
ANSYS CFX is adapted for the usage of the SmartLM license manager
and available on all resources
Resources are accessible for the user’s of the organisation and have a
network connection to the SmartLM license manager.

Post-condition

The application executes, the results are made available to the user, and
accounting information is available at the accounting and billing
service.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. The User logs to the ASP
2. The User submits jobs to the ASP
3. The ASP realizes it doesn’t have available license
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4. The ASP requests additional license
a. The ASP’s License server contacts a different License server
b. The ASP’s License server negotiates new (maybe pay per use)
licences
c. It obtains new license tokens
5. ASP submit jobs to the Grid orchestrator
6. the Grid orchestrator finds a suitable resource and reserves a timeslot
7. the Grid orchestrator submits the job and the license token to the
chosen resource on behalf of the user
8. job starts, the application verifies the license token and executes
9. job finishes, the accounting subsystem retrieve the information it
need to account the execution and sends it to the license manager
Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions

The new License server is not available.
No additional licenses available (at the moment): Can't run job.

Use Cases used

UC05: Grid submission
UC01: case study ASP outsourcing
UC10 ANSYS CFX Local Usage

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/ architectural/
… issues that are NOT
addressed by SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements
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Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.5.

UC05: Grid submission

A.5.1.

Description

This use case describes the scenario where a user submits a job to the Grid and the user’s job
executes a licensed application.
The user submits his job to the Grid orchestrator. The orchestrator cares for where and when the
job is executed, allocates the computing resources and licenses for the execution.
Table 16.

Use case table UC05: Grid submission

Use Case ID

UC05

Use Case Name

Grid submission

Purpose

A user executes a licensed application on a resource through the Grid.

Initiator

Grid user

Primary Actor

Grid orchestrator

Additional Actors

User, license service, Grid middleware, application,
SmartLM license manager

Description

A user submits his job through a Grid user interface to a Grid
orchestrator. The Grid orchestrator asks the resource broker for a suitable
resource to execute the job, and asks the license service for a license
token. Then the orchestrator submits the job and the license token to
the chosen resource.

Pre-condition

User has a valid certificate for authentication at the Grid orchestrator and
access to at least one computing resource in the Grid.
The orchestrator is authorised to contact the license manager and to
submit jobs on behalf of the user to the resource.
The user is authorised to use the application on the resource.

Post-condition

The application executes, the results are made available to the user, the
accounting information is available at the SmartLM license manager.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. user submits the job to the Grid orchestrator
2. Grid orchestrator contacts the resource broker
3. resource broker queries the resources where the user has access and
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where the application is available
4. resource broker finds a suitable resource and reserves a timeslot
5. Grid orchestrator negotiates with the license manager a license token
for the usage of the application on behalf of the user
6. Grid orchestrator submits the job and the license token to the chosen
resource on behalf of the user
7. job starts, the application verifies the license token and executes
8. job finishes, the Grid orchestrator submits the accounting
information to the SmartLM license manager
Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions
Use Cases used

UC06: generic application execution

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/ architectural/
… issues that are NOT
addressed by SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

© SmartLM consortium

Negotiation:
Functionality that allows (to a Service Provider and a Client)
negotiating an SLA Contract starting by an SLA Template.
The SmartLM must allow negotiation. The rules/policies for negotiation
should be expressed in XML format and each VO/vendor admin
must be able to administrate them. It is mandatory to deny the
negotiation for users of some countries.
The negotiation interface must work using WS-Agreement
There must exists a signed record of the final agreement
The VO/vendor admin must be able to view/download the records.
The negotiation should support X.509v4 certificates to check if user is
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allowed to make the contract.
SLA Translator:
allows the physically access to the documents (SLA-Template and
SLA-Contract) and get (or set) information from them. For each
document it will know the associated ID and it will contact the
repositories in order to retrieve the appropriate document.
Contract/Template-Repository:
The SLA Template Repository allows storing and retrieving SLA
Template documents. This service is used as a storage facility by the
SLA-Translator.
License reservation:
Licenses can be reserved.
License reservation should have an expiration date
License manager monitoring:
The license server should be able to provide information on license
availability, reservations, usage at any point in time. This information
must be provided in human readable, XML format to be usable in
other applications.
SLA Evaluation:
After the negotiation phase, once instances of our License have been
created, it is necessary to ensure that who provides the license
observes the contractual terms (WS Agreement).
Trusted service for SLA verification:
Any information record should be signed by the parties –
user/resource provider/license provider
Orchestration:
Job submit, job monitoring and controlling, get intermediate results,
cancel unsuccessful jobs, prolongation if necessary, get final results
Security:
X509 certificates can be used to authenticate the consumer to the
license server.
support of identification and authentication using PKI certificates
Authorization using PKI+PMI certificates
It should support VOMS certificates
should support CAS
should support SAML assertions
Grid middleware:
Grid middleware offers advanced reservation
Grid middleware publishes information about available software,
operating system, hardware, ... (all necessary information that is
needed for the license negotiation)

Assumptions
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License manager has licenses available
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Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.6.

UC06: generic application execution

A.6.1.

Description

This use case describes the execution of a generic licensed application on a resource. The
application needs to validate a license token.
It is part of the use case UC05 (Grid submission).
Table 17.

Use case table UC06: generic application execution

Use Case ID

UC06

Use Case Name

Generic application execution

Purpose

Validation of a license token

Initiator

Grid user

Primary Actor

Application

Additional Actors

User, SmartLM license manager, SmartLM API

Description

A licensed application is requested to execute. It needs to check
whether the provided license token is valid or not.

Pre-condition

SmartLM license manager signed a license token for the application.
The license token is available on the computational resource where the
application should be executed.

Post-condition

The application executed successfully, the output data is available to
the user, the SmartLM license manager is informed about the license
usage.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. application starts execution with access to the license token
2. application calls the SmartLM API to validate the license token
3. the license token is valid, the application proceeds execution
4. application finishes execution and calls SmartLM API to inform
the license manager about the license usage

Alternatives
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1a: before the start of the application, the RMS checks the availability
of the license token and if none is available it calls the SmartLM
API to obtain a license token from the SmartLM license manager
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Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions

1. The execution fails (e.g. because of missing or wrong input data);
the license manager should be immediately informed.
2. the license token is not valid; the application does not execute
3. the license token is valid only for a certain time; if the time is
exceeded, the application should call the SmartLM API to get a
new license token

Use Cases used
Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/ architectural/
… issues that are NOT
addressed by SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

Assumptions

License consumer
Language bindings:
FORTRAN 77, 90, 95, 2003
C89, C99
C++
Java.net
License manager offers license reservation
The license token contains all necessary information that the
application needs for execution

Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.7.

UC07: topology optimization of rear axle

A.7.1.

Description

A typical example of daily work should be used to demonstrate the SmartLM capabilities on grid
resources. We propose the optimization of a truck rear axle. An application user has a mixture of
own soft- and hardware at different locations which are often not powerful enough to full fill the
time schedule.
Table 18.

Use case table UC07: topology optimization of rear axle

Use Case ID

UC07

Use Case Name

Topology Optimization of rear axle

Purpose

Validation of SmartLM framework and SmartLM enabled application

Initiator

Grid user

Primary Actor

SmartLM framework

Additional Actors

User, license manager, SmartLM API, application

Description

The following possibilities are available:
1. use of own resources
2. get additional license from ISV
3. use ASP resources

Pre-condition

Assist decision
•

Offer must be based on job characteristics and requested resources

•

Collection of possible solutions (own, ISV, ASP)

•

Best price/ fast turnaround/ mixed compromise

•

Assistance in decision making for various scenarios

•

Sign a contract with the involved partners

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

Transparent decision
•
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Make decision parameters transparent - what is the influence of
each parameter
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•

Decide on best price

•

Best performance ratio

•

Elapsed time

•

Turnaround time

Submit calculation
•

Generate license token based on contract

•

License token transfer only if contract is verified

•

Submit job

•

Latency due to data transfer (data amount typically <500 MByte)

•

Job monitoring and controlling, detailed information is needed

•

Get intermediate results

•

Cancel unsuccessful jobs

•

Prolongation if necessary (container task)

•

Get final results (data amount some GByte)

Get accounting/ billing information
•

Job statistics for all involved partners

•

Information on resources used

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions
Use Cases used

UC05: Grid submission
UC06: generic application execution

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
© SmartLM consortium
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SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

License server
•

Orchestration: Job submit, job monitoring and controlling, get
intermediate results, cancel unsuccessful jobs, prolongation if
necessary, get final results

•

Statistical information must include at least the following
information about the license checkouts and reservations:
• Who
• When
• Where (IP/Hostname)
• Features (ANSYS checks out different features at the same time,
e.g. solver, parallel, number of processes, combustion models,
multiphase models …)
• Quantity

Content:
•

Modules (functionality i.e. linear static, ...)
• Start date/time
• Expiration date/time
• Number of CPUs used
• Duration of granted usage, in case of flexible start date/time

•

Accounting information should be send back after job completion
in the token

Transfer
•

Secure transfer of license token

•

Human readable form of license token stored locally

•

transfer of checksum information

•

Latency of data transfer must be taken into account

Security
•
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Prevent license token from misuse
o coupling of data and license token by signing
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o License token can only be used once
o Guarantee of integrity of license token and transferred job
data
Policy enforcement in the applications
•

Location and Discovery: The user must be able to make a decision
on the best available license resource

Middleware
•

Orchestration - Job submit, job monitoring and controlling, get
intermediate results, cancel unsuccessful jobs, prolongation if
necessary, get final results

Accounting and billing
•

Usage statistic
•
•
•
•
•

•

Accounting information should be send back after job completion
in the token
•
•
•
•
•

Assumptions

Who/ when/ where
Functional modules used
Date/time
Number of CPUs used
Model Size (unknowns, nodes

Billing statistic
Who/ when/ where
Date/time
Amount
Balance

Code integration


Minimize ISV effort for software integration



Transfer of license token to check for expiration



No other logic to be included in existing code



Business logic must be done by container

Language Binding
•

FORTRAN 77 binding

Open Issues
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Information
Requirements
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A.8.

UC08-UC12: ANSYS CFX use cases

A.8.1.

Description

The ANSYS CFX [10] Use Cases describes the usage of the new SmartLM system. The use cases
“A.8.2 UC08 Pay per Use Scenario”, “A.8.3 UC09 “Standard License Approach” in Grid
Environments” and “A.8.4 UC10 ANSYS CFX Local Usage” cover the ANSYS CFX usage with
respect to different business models like “pay per use in Grid environment” and “Annual &
Perpetual Licenses in Grid and local environments”. Use case “A.8.5 UC11 Job Submission” is a
(short) description of the requirements for the ANSYS CFX job submission in Grid
environments. Use case “A.8.6 UC12 License System Administration” is a (short) description for
the requirements for the license administration. The use cases are:
A.8.2 UC08 Pay per Use Scenario
A.8.3 UC09 “Standard License Approach” in Grid Environments
A.8.4 UC10 ANSYS CFX Local Usage
A.8.5 UC11 Job Submission
A.8.6 UC12 License System Administration

A.8.2.

UC08 Pay per Use Scenario
Table 19.

Use case table UC08: ANSYS Pay per Use Scenario

Use Case ID

UC08

Use Case Name

ANSYS Pay per Use Scenario

Purpose

Run a pay per use scenario in a Grid environment

Initiator

User

Primary Actor

User

Additional Actors

Independent Software Vendor (ISV), ASP, Licensed software, Grid orchestrator,
Resource Manager, HPC resource, SmartLM License Manager

Description

The Simulation engineer wants to use licenses provided directly from ISV
in a Grid environment

Pre-condition

•

A license agreement between the ISV and the User’s Company
exists

•

User company buys ordered licenses for a specific time duration

•

An agreement between the ASP and the user’s company about the
maximum budget for resource usage exists

•

An account for the user at ASP exists
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•

User is on whitelist of ISV

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. User log on to the server of an ASP
2. License manager provides information (optional) about license
availability (features, remaining time …) from Independent
Software Vendor and available budget on HPC resource
3. User submits a job
4. Grid orchestrator sends the job with valid license to the HPC
resource
5. Resource manager starts the licensed software with the booked
resources. Time booking at start time of the licensed software.
User Company does not want to pay for data copying time
6. Licensed software finished normally:
a. Check in license to the license manager
b. Book ‘real’ license usage time, necessary for accounting
and billing
c. Recalculate the remaining time for the available licenses
d. Book ‘real’ hardware resource time, necessary for
accounting and billing
e. Notify Simulation engineer

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements

•

Support multiple features at the same time, e.g. solver +
combustion + multiphase

•

Support FLEXnet licenses also

•

Support multiple license server locations

•

Allow monitoring of overdraft licenses. Overdraft licenses allow
User Companies more flexibility, if a time limited license shortage
occurs. Example:
a. Company buys 5 licenses
b. Company get additional 2 licenses
c. License service should be able to monitor the usage of the
two additional licenses. If the additional licenses are used
more than specified percentage, the User Company will pay
for it.
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Exceptions

Sequence 1: Not enough licenses available
•

Notify user

Sequence 2: Error during application runtime:

Use Cases used

•

Check in license to the license manager

•

Book ‘real’ license usage time

•

Book ‘real’ hardware resource time

•

Notify user

UC11 Job Submission

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations

Scenario 1 for Accounting and Billing : ASP has access to ‘unlimited
number’ of licenses (Hosted at ISV or ASP):
•

ASP offers application licenses and HPC resources

•

SmartLM License Manager monitors usage

•

ASP creates one bill (license cost and hardware resources cost)
and sends this to the user’s company

•

Budget control for end users necessary, e.g. limit costs per run,
per department of end user company, per month

•

Budget information (Original budget, left amount …) must be
available for user, ASP and ISV

•

Allow definition of discounts for different user companies

•

ASP pays ISV on the basis of real usage
o If ISV hosts the license, he directly gets information
from SmartLM license manager about real usage
o If ASP hosts the SmartLM license server, ASP has to
provide detailed usage data. Usage statistics needs
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protection against manipulation
o Redundant system to avoid real usage statistic data loss
Scenario 2 for Accounting and Billing : ASP as reseller:
•

ASP buys licenses from ISV

•

ASP offers application licenses and HPC resources

•

SmartLM License Manager monitors usage

•

ASP creates one bill (license cost and hardware resources cost)
to the user’s company

•

Budget control for end users necessary, e.g. limit costs per run,
per department of end user company, per month

Further Information
Particular
Requirements

•

SmartLM API interface to Fortran 77 and Fortran 90

•

Exact localization of user that starts the job

Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.8.3.

UC09 “Standard License Approach” in Grid
Environments

Table 20.

Use case table UC09: ANSYS Standard License Approach in Grid Environments

Use Case ID

UC09

Use Case Name

ANSYS “Standard License Approach” in Grid Environments

Purpose

Run application software in a Grid Environment with licenses from
Customer Engineer’s company

Initiator

User

Primary Actor

User

Additional Actors

Licensed software, Grid orchestrator, Resource Manager, HPC resource,
SmartLM License Manager

Description

The user wants to use licenses from his LAN in a Grid environment.

Pre-condition

•

A license agreement between the ISV and the User Company of
the user exists. The license service is located at the company of the
Simulation engineer

•

An agreement between the ASP and the company of user about the
maximum budget for resource usage exists

•

An account for the user at ASP exists

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. User log on to the server of an ASP
2. License manager provides information (optional) about license
availability from Independent Software Vendor and available budget
3. User submits a job
4. Grid orchestrator sends the job with valid license to the HPC resource
5. Resource manager starts the licensed software with the booked
resources. Time booking at start time of the licensed software. User
Company does not want to pay for data copying time
6. Licensed software finished normally:
a. Check in license to the license manager
b. Book ‘real’ license usage time, necessary for accounting
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and billing
c. Book ‘real’ hardware resource time, necessary for
accounting and billing
d. Notify Simulation engineer
Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements

•

Support multiple features at the same time, e.g. solver +
combustion + multiphase

•

Support FLEXnet licenses also

•

Support multiple license server locations

•

Allow monitoring of overdraft licenses. Overdraft licenses allow
User Companies more flexibility, if a time limited license shortage
occurs. Example:
a. Company buys 5 licenses
b. Company get additional 2 licenses
c. License service should be able to monitor the usage of the
two additional licenses. Dependent on usage of the 2
additional licenses the User Company

Exceptions

Sequence 1: Not enough licenses available
•

Notify user

Sequence 2: Error during application runtime:

Use Cases used

•

Check in license to the license manager

•

Book ‘real’ license usage time

•

Book ‘real’ hardware resource time

•

Notify user

UC11 Job Submission
UC12 License System Administration

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
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SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

•

SmartLM API interface to Fortran 77 and Fortran 90

•

Exact localization of user that starts the job

Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.8.4.

UC10 ANSYS CFX Local Usage
Table 21.

Use case table UC10: ANSYS CFX Local Usage

Use Case ID

UC10

Use Case Name

ANSYS CFX Local Usage

Purpose

Run application software in a local environment

Initiator

User

Primary Actor

User

Additional Actors

Licensed software, SmartLM License Manager

Description

The user wants to use licenses in his local LAN on internal
workstations or clusters

Pre-condition

A license agreement between the ISV and the company of the
Simulation engineer exists. The license service is located at the company of
the user

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. User directly starts the licensed software
2. Licensed software checks out license from license manager at start
time
3. Application finished normally:
a. Check in license to the SmartLM License Manager
b. Book ‘real’ license usage time

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements

Support multiple features at the same time, e.g. solver + combustion +
multiphase

Exceptions

Sequence 1: Not enough licenses available
•

Notify user

Sequence 2: Error during application runtime:
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Use Cases used

•

Check in license to the license manager

•

Book ‘real’ license usage time

•

Notify user

UC12 License System Administration

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

SmartLM API interface to Fortran 77 and Fortran 90

Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.8.5.

UC11 Job Submission
Table 22.

Use case table UC11: ANSYS Job Submission

Use Case ID

UC11

Use Case Name

ANSYS Job Submission

Purpose

Describe requirements for ANSYS CFX Job Submission

Initiator

Grid orchestrator

Primary Actor

Grid orchestrator

Additional Actors

Licensed software, HPC resource

Description

Grid orchestrator submits an ANSYS CFX job to a Grid Resource

Pre-condition

•

Licenses are available

•

Hardware resources are available

•

Grid orchestrator send a job to the resource manager

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. Copy data from local user directory to HPC resource:
a. ANSYS CFX Definition File or ANSYS CFX Result File
b. ANSYS CFX Result File for Initialisation (optional)
2. Translate start options into ANSYS CFX (Licensed software) start
command
•

cfx5solve -

3. Copy intermediate data during run time data from hardware
resource to local user directory (necessary for solution monitoring)
4. After ANSYS CFX finished, copy result data to local user directory
Alternatives

Alternative 1:
Request ANSYS CFX stop (Change runtime parameters). Continue
with 4.
Alternative 2:
3.1 Request ANSYS Backup file. Continue with 3. and 4.
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Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions
Use Cases used
Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

SmartLM API interface to Fortran 77 and Fortran 90

Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.8.6.

UC12 License System Administration
Table 23.

Use case table UC12: ANSYS License System Administration

Use Case ID

UC12

Use Case Name

License System Administration

Purpose

Describe Requirements for License Administration

Initiator

License system administrator

Primary Actor

License system administrator

Additional Actors
Description

License Administration via Web Based Interface

Pre-condition

•

Valid licenses are available

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. Start license service
2. Check status
3. License reservation for different users, groups …
4. Stop license service
5. Get usage statistics

Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions
Use Cases used
Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
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security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements
Assumptions
Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.9.

UC13: demo license scenario

A.9.1.

Description

This document describes the use cases for a Demo License scenario and it is included into the
Application ASP scenarios.
A Generic user uses a Test or Evaluation license of an application.
Table 24.

Use case table UC13: demo license scenario

Use Case ID

UC13

Use Case Name

Demo license scenario

Purpose

Test a licensed application

Initiator

User

Primary Actor

Application

Additional Actors

SmartLM license manager, Computer resource

Description

A generic user uses an evaluation or trial license of an application

Pre-condition

The application is registered in the SmartLM License Manager
The application has tokens for trial execution

Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. User contact the SmartLM License Manager and acquires a trial
license
2. The SmartLM License Manager registers the license usage.
3. User submits the application with license to a computer resource
for execution
4. Application starts execution
5. application verifies license trial token
6. application executes normally
7. application finishes and inform the SmartLM License Manager
about accounting information
8. The SmartLM License Manager registers the accounting
information.
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Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements
Exceptions

•

the demo license token is not valid or cannot be verified

•

the user is not allowed to use the license

•

the demo license is only valid for a certain time, and this time
expires while the application is still running or has not started.

•

The application needs more resources that allowed by the trial
license.

•

The application can not inform the SmartLM License Manager
about accounting information

•

The SmartLM License Manager cannot check out the license
because there are no tokens available.

Use Cases used
Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations
Further Information
Particular
Requirements

License consumer (application)
Location and Discovery:
The consumer must be able to make a decision on the best available
license resource
Network:
Connection to LM
Performance, scalability, redundancy:
Application must confirm the sending of the accounting record
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The accounting record must also be stored locally in a file when
demanded
License
Transfer:
Secure transfer of license token
Human readable form of license token stored locally
Transfer of checksum information
Latency of data transfer must be taken into account
Security:
Prevent license token from misuse
• Coupling of data and license token by signing
• License token can only be used once
• Guarantee of integrity of license token and transferred job data
Content:
Modules (functionality i.e. Linear static ... )
• Start date/time
• Expiration date/time
• Number of CPUs used
• Duration of granted usage, in case of flexible start date/time
• Accounting information should be send back after job completion
in the token
Assumptions

The demo license is free of charge

Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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A.10.

UC14: ASP environment

A.10.1.

Description

This Use Case for SmartLM describes the use of the SmartLM in an Application Service Provider
(ASP) environment. The ASP in this case is only a provider of on-demand hardware resources
for customers. The customers in the scenario are responsible for obtaining their own licenses
from the vendor of the product for use at the ASP location. This use case describes the situation
where the ASP can have multiple customers who want to use the same application with their
private license sets provided by the application vendor.
Customers of the ASP who belong to the same organization obtain their own private license sets
from an application vendor. These licenses are hosted at the ASP location for their private use.
These license sets are for utilizing the hardware/environment of the ASP to run the software
product. The user groups are only provided with a URL/host:port to access their private license
sets. Even if they obtain the license access point information of another group, the SmartLM
service will not allow them to use others licenses
Table 25.

Use case table UC14: ASP environment

Use Case ID

UC14

Use Case Name

Multiple groups scenario - one license server hosts licenses for the same
application belonging to different user groups

Purpose

License feature sets for a particular application belonging to different
groups, must be able to coexist in their own security context on the
same License service without getting aggregated.

Initiator

User or a Group of Users who are authorized to use the same type of
license features.

Primary Actor

User or a Group of Users who are authorized to use the same type of
license features.

Additional Actors

ISV of the license protected software.
ASP which hosts user license features and applications for running on
their computational resource.

Description

1. Different Groups Of users must be able to host their license
features on the same physical machine (preferably on the same
license service process), even if these license features are for the same
license protected software.
2. One Group of Users must not be able to access the license features
belonging to another user group and vice-versa.
3. If two groups host license features for the same license protected
software on the same License service, the license features must not be
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aggregated but remain separated for use by the group which owns
each set of features.
Pre-condition

Post-condition

•

SmartLM up and running.

•

Two user groups not related to each other in the system where the
license features will be used.

•

Each user group having their own license feature set, but provided by
the same ISV for the same license protected software, i.e. each feature has
the same feature name and could have the same or different feature
counts.

•

Both user groups can run the software product

•

Both user groups get their licenses from the same license service.

•

The license service prevents one group from accessing license features
belonging to the other group and vice-versa.

•

Only one license service instance runs on the physical machine
designated to be the license server i.e. no individual license server for
each group is started.

•

The License server can at any point in time provide fine grained usage
statistics for each group of users accessing their private license
feature sets.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. ISV develops a product which uses SmartLM licensing.
2. ISV allows ASPs to host their product for hardware on demand
users and generate license feature keys for customers in a way that it
can be hosted at the ASP location.
3. User Group A decides to use the product at an ASP location and
sends their license file to the ASP.
4. User Group B also decides to use the same application with the same
set of features as user group A at the same ASP location. Their
license with the same set of features is also sent to the ASP.
5. The ASP has one instance of the SmartLM which hosts both
groups’ license features in their own security context.
6. User Groups A and B use the same license protected software at the same
ASP location, use the same set of license features from the same
SmartLM license service but access their own private license feature
sets.
7. SmartLM generates fine grained feature usage statistics for each user
group individually which is used by the accounting system.

Alternatives
© SmartLM consortium
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Non-functional
Requirements

NONE

Exceptions
Use Cases used

NONE

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM

The need to get private license feature sets which are identical but for
different groups from the same vendor would be unnecessary if the
ISVs are able to provide the ASP with a pool of licenses which can be
rented out by the users, instead of the users having to obtain/buy a
license directly from the ISV.

Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations

NONE

Further Information
Particular
Requirements

Assumptions

Open Issues

© SmartLM consortium

•

Ability to host licenses and features from multiple vendors in one
instance of the License server

•

Two companies hosted by one ASP: how to properly separate the
license usage

•

The license server should be able to any point in time provide
information on license availability, reservations, usage. This
information must be provided in human readable, XML format to
be usable in other applications.

•

Ability to have redundant license servers serving the same set of
features.

•

SmartLM can host multiple sets of the same license features owned
by different groups on the same license service instance.

•

SmartLM can provide usage statistics about each set of similar
license features.

•

SmartLM can handle access permissions for each set of similar
license feature sets individually.

NONE
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Information
Requirements
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NONE
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A.11.

UC15: multiple applications on one license
server

A.11.1.

Description

This use case describes the use of the SmartLM for hosting license feature sets belonging to
different Independent Software Vendors (ISVs) on the same service.
Table 26.

Use case table UC15: multiple applications on one license server

Use Case ID

UC15

Use Case Name

Multiple application licenses from different vendors on one license server

Purpose

The SmartLM license service must be able to host license feature sets
belonging to different ISVs on the same service.

Initiator

SmartLM license administrator.

Primary Actor

SmartLM license administrator.

Additional Actors

ISV of the license protected software.

Description

ISVs provide license feature sets for their applications to be used.
All these feature sets must be able to coexist on the same SmartLM
license service and must be controllable and accountable individually
without interfering with the functioning of the license service.

Pre-condition

Post-condition
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•

SmartLM up and running.

•

Multiple ISVs providing SmartLM compatible license feature sets.

•

A SmartLM license service administrator who wants to host these
license feature sets on the same SmartLM license service.

•

The license feature sets belonging to different ISVs can be renewed
without interfering with the SmartLM license service i.e. without
having to start/stop the license service and without interrupting other
applications which have already checked out licenses from the
SmartLM license service.

•

New license feature sets belonging to different ISVs can be
introduced for hosting on the SmartLM license service without
interrupting it, i.e. without having to start/stop the license service and
without interrupting other applications which have already checked
out licenses from the SmartLM license service.

•

Access control can be established for individual license features on
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the SmartLM license service even if they belong to different ISVs.
•

Only one license service instance runs on the physical machine
designated to be the license server i.e. no individual license service for
each ISV is started.

•

The License service can at any point in time provide fine grained
usage statistics for each license feature it hosts.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. ISV develops a product which uses SmartLM licensing.
2. ISV provides a license feature set for its license protected software to a
SmartLM license administrator.
3. The SmartLM license administrator loads these new license features
into the organization's SmartLM license service without having to
interrupt the service.
4. The license feature set expires after a specific time period and the
usage of the product is stalled.
5. The ISV provides the license administrator with a new license
which is used to renew the license feature set on the SmartLM
service without interrupting it.
6. The license system administrator is able to obtain license feature set usage
information for different license protected software, belonging to
different ISVs from the same service.

Alternatives

NONE

Non-functional
Requirements

NONE

Exceptions

NONE

Use Cases used

NONE

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM

NONE

Business Driven sequence variations
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Business driven
sequence variations

NONE

Further Information
Particular
Requirements

•

Ability to update licenses for a particular feature without having to
restart the license server.

•

The license server should be able to any point in time provide
information on license availability, reservations, usage. This
information must be provided in human readable, XML format to
be usable in other applications.

•

Statistical information must include at least the following
information about the license checkouts and reservations:
Who
When
Where (IP/Hostname)
Features (ANSYS checks out different features at the same time,
e.g. solver, parallel, number of processes, combustion models,
multiphase models …)
Quantity

•
•
•
•
•
•

Ability to have redundant license servers serving the same set of
features.

Assumptions

NONE

Open Issues

NONE

Information
Requirements

NONE
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A.12.

UC16: local scenario without Grid

A.12.1.

Description

This Use Case 3 for SmartLM describes the use of the SmartLM for hosting license feature sets in
a standalone HPC environment. This means that there is no grid middleware involved in this Use
case. It is important to note that all computation nodes are on a separate internal HPC network
only accessible from the login node.
Table 27.

Use case table UC16: local scenario without Grid

Use Case ID

GRIDOCRE_03

Use Case Name

Local scenario without grid.

Purpose

The SmartLM license service must be able to function on a standalone
HPC resource without using any grid middleware or connection to any
service external to the HPC resource.

Initiator

User of the HPC resource

Primary Actor

User of the HPC resource

Additional Actors

DRM, SmartLM license service, HPC resource

Description

In a typical enterprise HPC system, users submit jobs directly to a local
DRM and have their user accounts local to the HPC resource i.e. the user
is identified by his/her login name into the system, it doesn't matter
how the operating system authenticates the user. The authentication
mechanism employed by the operating system could be /etc/passwd,
LDAP, ADS etc.

Pre-condition

•

SmartLM License service running on a designated license server machine
internal to the cluster and hosting license feature sets for all
applications installed on the cluster.

•

A HPC resource having the applications installed typically in a shared
file system, This resource is internal to the organization with no
grid middleware or access to external networks.

•

A DRM running on the HPC resource responsible for job dispatch
on the HPC resource.

•

Users having login accounts to the HPC resource.

•

The DRM scheduler can keep track of license availability from the
SmartLM service and use that information when going through a
job dispatch iteration.

Post-condition
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•

The SmartLM service can provide fine grained statistical usage
information based on local user account names.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. An organization sets up an internal HPC resource with one master
node, one designated license server machine and multiple
computation nodes.
2. A DRM is setup on the HPC resource to handle job submissions.
3. The SmartLM license service is set up on the designated license server
machine serving licenses for all applications installed on the shared
file system of the HPC resource.
4. Users login directly into the master node of the HPC resource using
their local cluster username and password.
5. Users create a DRM compatible script which launches a simulation
software they want to use and request for specific license features
which those applications need. They submit the script to the DRM
using DRM specific commands like qsub, bsub etc.
6. The DRM checks with the SmartLM license service about availability
of the requested license features and performs either sequence a or
b
a. Requested resources available
•

Schedules the job if the resources are available.

•

The application runs and checks out licenses from the
SmartLM service

•

Application terminates releasing the licenses

•

Licenses get checked back to the SmartLM service.

•

User job leaves the queue

b. Requested resources unavailable
•

The job is queued till the next scheduler run. The sequence
then loops through till sequence a. above is satisfied.

7. The SmartLM license service administrator obtains license feature set
usage information for different software products, sorted by local
user account names.
Alternatives

NONE

Non-functional
Requirements

NONE

Exceptions

NONE
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Use Cases used

NONE

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM

NONE

Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations

NONE

Further Information
Particular
Requirements

Assumptions
© SmartLM consortium



Possible notification based interface to tell the Distributed Resource
Manager when a license is checkout/reserved or checked back in.



Interface exposed should ideally be platform independent meaning
interface bindings should exist for the Linux world and the
Microsoft world.



Possibility to run the license server as a standalone application
listening on a certain port, for single cluster use.



Will it be possible to use the license server without having to set up
the Tomcat Servlet container?



If the license server will have the feature of just listening on a TCP port
, we should think of getting the port registered as an IANA port.



The license server in standalone mode i.e. listening on just a single
port, should be able to handle concurrent incoming connections.



Ability to have redundant license servers serving the same set of
features.



The license server should be able to handle clients which have
crashed. If the client crashes without checking the license back in,
the license server within a reasonable amount of time should
determine this and mark the license as checked in. As an additional
option, some tool must be provided which either the administrator
or the user whose crashed application had checked out a license can
use to put the license back in. In the case where the license is
checked back in, the license server must again make sure that process
is actually force killed in case it still exists.

It is assumed that there will be an interface in SmartLM to connect
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DRMs. However this assumption does not reduce the credibility of this
use case. Even if no such interface exists, the users must be able to run
applications on local HPC resources using SmartLM licensing without
using any grid middleware or external services. The only requirement
should be the user having an account on the master node which is
exported to the computation nodes.
Open Issues

NONE

Information
Requirements

NONE
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A.13.

UC17: License aggregation

A.13.1.

Description

This use case describes the use of licenses aggregated from an ASP's SmartLM license server and
local private licenses which a user might already possess.
Table 28.

Use case table UC17: License aggregation

Use Case ID

UC17

Use Case Name

License Aggregation

Purpose

The user must be able to use part of his/her license feature counts at an
ASP location, and rent the additional license feature counts required from
the ASP's public license service.

Initiator

ASP SmartLM service

Primary Actor

ASP SmartLM service

Additional Actors

User, ASP, User's License service, ASP's public SmartLM service

Description

A user might have a license to run an application on a limited number of
processors. At some point the user might need to use a very high number
of CPUs to run a job. This is possible at an ASP's site. However the
licenses which the user has, are not enough for all the processors which
the job will use on the ASP resource. The user might rent out the
difference in the number of license tokens required, from the ASP.
The user wants to pay only for the license tokens required for using the
extra processors.
The ISV wants to make sure the user cannot make use of their private
licenses at two locations simultaneously.

Pre-condition

Post-condition
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•

The ASP has a public license service and a contract with an ISV to rent
out licenses to users of the ASP hardware.

•

A user having a private license server for running the ISV's license
protected software.

•

The user wants access to HPC resources which are not available at the
user location.

•

The private license feature sets of the user are locked during the
period the application is running at the ASP location.

•

The user only needs to pay for the extra licenses used at the ASP
location meaning if the user already had n licenses and used m
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licenses at the ASP location where m>n ,the user only pays for m-n.
Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. User obtains n licenses to run an ISV application and sets up a
private license server. This entitles the user to run the license protected
software on n processors.
2. User is working on a large project and requires a large number of
processors to run the application. These processors are unavailable
at the user location. Let's say the number of processors required is m
where m>n. This means the user requires m-n extra licenses to run
the license protected software.
3. The user decides to use the ASP's on demand hardware and rent out
licenses to run the license protected software.
4. The user runs the n on the ASP resource using m licenses and m
processors.
5. The m licenses are checked out from the ASP's SmartLM license
service.
6. The ASP's SmartLM license service contacts the user's license service and
locks all the n licenses from use, making them unusable.
7. The user's job terminates releasing all the m licenses.
8. The ASP's SmartLM license service unlocks the n licenses from the
user's license service making them usable.
9. The user only pays for utilizing the hardware and using m-n licenses
at the ASP site.

Alternatives

NONE

Non-functional
Requirements

NONE

Exceptions

NONE

Use Cases used

NONE

Technologically Driven sequence variations
Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM
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Business Driven sequence variations
Business driven
sequence variations

NONE

Further Information
Particular
Requirements

•

The license server must be able to aggregate user licenses from
different instances of SmartLM and/or FLEXnet. For example, a
user must be able to use a certain number of licenses from a private
license server at some other site, at the same time getting those licenses
invalidated for use during that time period. This way the ISVs can
allow the user to use their personal licenses at different sites without
the fear of the user having access to more licenses than what they
paid for. Also the users can use their existing licenses at an ASP
location and pay only for the extra number of licences they require
to run on more CPUs.

Assumptions

•

It is assumed that there is some way for the ASP SmartLM service
to contact the user license service. Even if this is not true there can be
some kind of agent which can be run at the User location to lock the
licenses. Maybe a dummy job?

Open Issues

NONE

Information
Requirements

NONE
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A.14.

UC18: ASP end-user

A.14.1.

Description

The T-SYSTEMS Use Case describes the usage of the new SmartLM system. The use covers the
T-SYSTEMS usage with respect to the end-users view in an Application Service Provider (ASP)
scenario.
The use case is:


T-SYSTEMS ASP scenario
Table 29.

Use case table UC18: ASP end-user

Use Case ID

UC18

Use Case Name

T-SYSTEMS ASP Scenario

Purpose

Run an ASP scenario in a Grid environment

Initiator

Simulation Engineer

Primary Actor

Simulation Engineer

Additional Actors

User company, Independent Software Vendor, Application Service
Provider, License Administrator, System

Description

The Simulation Engineer wants to use licenses, software and resources
provided from the ASP in a Grid environment

Pre-condition

•

A license agreement between the Independent Software Vendor and
the User Company of the Simulation Engineer exists

•

An agreement between the Application Service Provider and the
company of the Simulation Engineer about the maximum budget for
resource usage exists (where resource here can refer to both
hardware and licenses)

•

Typically also a Service Level Agreement exists between ASP and
user company.

Post-condition

•

Sequence

1. Simulation Engineer logs on to the system
2. Simulation Engineer submits a job. The job description has to
include an accounting context in order to support a cost-unit base
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accounting.
3. System checks whether user is allowed to use the ISV software.
4. System checks if there is enough budget available for the stated
accounting context (license budget check only).
5. System iterates over a predefined list of license servers (or asks a
license broker) until the required licenses are booked for the timeslot
agreed upon by the orchestration service.
6. System starts the application with the booked resources (licenses and
hardware resources)
7. Application finished normally:
a. Check in license to the system
b. Write accounting record: ‘real’ license usage time, necessary
for accounting and billing, localization, features, model size,
iterations.
c. Notify Simulation Engineer
8. System aggregates license accounting information and consolidates
the raw accounting information based upon agreed upon policies
(Accounting context, SLA, historical usage records, etc)
9. System returns billing information to simulation engineer, including
amount and current balance.
10. System issues bill for user company upon request.
11. System issues payment for
Alternatives
Non-functional
Requirements

A rule engine is used in order to support different policies in a flexible
way.

Exceptions

Sequence 1: Not enough licenses available
•

Notify Simulation Engineer

Sequence 2: Error during application runtime:
•

Check in license to the “server”

•

Book ‘real’ license usage time

•

Book ‘real’ hardware resource time

Notify Simulation Engineer
Use Cases used
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Sequence variations
based on unsolved
administrative/
security/
architectural/ …
issues that are NOT
addressed by
SmartLM

Business driven
sequence variations

Particular
Requirements

•

Assumptions

•

Open Issues
Information
Requirements
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Annex B. Non-functional requirements
Table 30.

No

Non-functional requirements

Description

Level

Business
Referring use case
relevance

84. Ability to have redundant license servers serving the
same set of features.

UC14,
UC15

85. If the license server will have the feature of just
listening on a TCP port, we should think of
getting the port registered as an IANA port.

UC16

86. Code integration: Minimize ISV effort for
software integration

UC07

87. It must run on LINUX. It should run on Debian,
Scientific Linux, Suse and RedHat. It should run
in MacOSX, UNIX and Windows.
88. It should be compiled with GNU compilers
89. It should be fault-tolerance (i.e., it must recovery
from faults and/or allow replicated servers – in
this case, with coordination)
90. It should run on virtual machines (including onthe-fly migration but without cloning). It should
run at least in Xen and VMware.
91. Stand-alone solution: bundle it e.g. Jetty like
UNICORE 6
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